If you have wrinkled clothing use a steam __ on them
Purchase a __ grinder if you like making your own sausage
Make your own sourdough in a __ maker
To save energy you can use a clothes line rather than a __
Dehydrated __, vegetables and jerky's last a long time
If you own a __ machine you can make your own clothes
The major types of __ cleaners are upright and canister
Use a __ to make breakfast smoothies or daiquiris and margaritas
Make sure your __ are cool before putting anything on your stove
A __ iron helps you style your hair
You home may be heated by a __ or radiators
When you do your __ you use a washing machine
A dehumidifier __ moisture from the air in your home
Water should be running in your sink when you turn on the food __
Make your own cold desserts with an __ maker
Unlike forced-air heating, a __ uses hot water to heat your home
There are 2-slice and 4-slice __ to use on your bread or bagels
Use an electric __ if you want have tuna or soup for dinner
A __ squishes your garbage to make it smaller
"Nuke" it in a __
A food __ can slice or mix your food
__ ovens use a fan to blow hot air to cook your foodm faster
You should clear food from your dishes before putting them in the __
Gas, electric and wood-burning are all types of __
A __ adds moisture into your home if you live in a dry climate
An __ fan turns from side to side to distribute cool air
The old fashioned term for a __ is an icebox
Install an __ to keep cool in hot climates

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___
___ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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